American Nazi Party Leader
Turns Out to be Jewish

Frank Collin

_Fuehrer of The American Nazi Party_

One Of History's Cruelest Nazi
His specialty was terrorizing 70 yr old Holocaust survivors.

Skokie, Illinois

*The Largest Shtetl Of Holocaust Survivors In America*

Furhrer Collin, and his Nazis, would kick dirt in their faces

One Of Judaism's Biggest Hoaxes
The year was 1977, and most people never heard of the Holocaust. All we knew was that we fought a war against evil Nazis, but the Holocaust never made it to the Silver Screen till the late 1970's.

The early blockbusters, such as 'Judgment at Nuremberg', forgot to mention the gas chambers.

The Holocaust Genre Needed A Push

When Eisenhower, and Churchill, wrote their war memoirs they [both somehow] forgot the holocaust, the gas chambers, and the 6,000,000 gassed.
The Hogan's Heroes

The show ran from 1965-1971, and they forgot the gas chambers.

In April of 1977, Collin demanded to march through downtown Skokie, the largest enclave of Holocaust survivors in America.

His stance is: 'Hitler was a disappointment because he only killed 6,000,000, and let a few get away'.
Jews Mobilize And Shout - "Never Again"

In June of 1977, Skokie Jews get an injunction to prevent the march.

Collin goes to the ACLU, and their Jewish lawyer, David Goldberger, has it overturned.

For over a year the battle rages, and it's nightly news worldwide. A Video of the tragedy.
From April 1977 through June of 1978. ABC, CBS, and NBC, *bombarded us nightly*. Jews were weeping, Nazis were goose-stepping, and endless legal battles fought by Jewish *ACLU lawyers* defending the Nazis, and the right of Freedom of speech.

Holocaust survivors tell their children [at last] why they have no aunts, uncles, or grandparents.
In June of 1978, after 15 months of legal battles, Collin lets Skokie Jews alone, and marches in Marquette park.

A total of 12 Nazis show, and they battle with a couple of 60 yr old Holocaust survivors, who whipped the whole pack of stinking Nazis.

His real name is Joseph Cohen, born on Nov 3,1944 in Chicago, conceived in Feb. of 1943 in Dachau concentration camp (According to his father).
Collin said he was born in Dachau.

Dachau was **liberated in April of 1945**, so obviously his father must have escaped, with the mother?

Collin, and his **SS Brigade** of four, leave the spotlight until police are called to the Führer's headquarters. Police, fearing a gun battle, aren't prepared for what they find.

**Collins is on his knees**, and some 10 yr old 'Hitler youth' employees are standing there with their **lederhosen down to their ankles**.
The Fuehrer [Cohen] is sentenced to seven yrs in prison.

In 1979 The Holocaust is Born

The Real Birth of the Holocaust Genre.

In 1979 President Carter started the [US Holocaust Commission](https://www.ushmm.org), and Hollywood geared up…
Unimaginable Horrors [Hitherto Unknown]

We soon learn that 6,000,000 Jews were gassed, and over 1.5 million were children.

Some Good Came Out Of The Collin [Cohen] Tragedy

Illinois the first state in the U.S. to require Holocaust education be included in all public elementary and high school curricula.
After Collin/Cohen incident, Hollywood awoke to its responsibilities. The era of cable TV, History Channel, and Holocaust movie arrives.

Listen to this audio on 'My Suburban Shtetl. The Movie
But What Happened To Mien Fuehrer [Cohen]?

Frank Collin faded away after serving 3 yrs in Pontiac.

The ADL [Jewish “Anti-Defamation League”] Buys Cohen Some Protection

Someone provided him with the resources to buy protection, and he was soon befriended by a guard named Russell Burrows.

In 1983 Collins/Cohen was released early, and headed to Wisconsin.
Russell Burrows Moves To Wisconsin

In 1982, Burrows is out hunting, as he steps on a rock, it gives away, and he falls into 12,000 yr old cave. The cave has $60 million in gold, ancient burial chambers, and thousands of artifacts.

"The artifacts may be as old as 726 B.C. to 10,000 B.C.," said Russell Burrows.

[How lucky is that? But wait:]

Amazingly, Fuehrer Cohen shows up near the 'Burrows Cave' [After all… plenty of loot to go around, no?]
The Fuehrer is now an editor of an archeological magazine

An Ancient Civilization In Wisconsin. Click for the articles [proving there’s more to be “rediscovered” than just the Holocaust?]

Collin/Cohen Starts A Literary Career [No ‘Mein Kampf’?]

In 1987 he publishes his first book, the destruction of Atlantis.

Amazingly the Jewish controlled book publishing industry finds out that Frank Joseph, was Frank Collins, but they forgive him and he becomes a successful writer.
Joseph/Cohen/Collins is the publisher at Wayne May website the Ancient American Magazine, which does a bustling business.

Fuehrer Collin AKA Cohen is now [also] Frank Joseph ~ 'International Bon Vivant', world traveler, author, and editor of the Ancient American Magazine.

Not only has the Jewish community forgiven him, they help build his second career. Even some of the 'Holocaust Revisionist' sites, such as the Barnes Review have given him publicity. Flavin's Corner seems to keep an eye on him.
More Hate Hoaxes

Was Commander Collin a sincere Nazi, or just another Jewish publicity hoax? Did the Ancients sail to America 12,000 yrs ago, or is that story a hoax too.

Has the 'Commander' quelled his past 'Urges', or in his South American travels will 'Das Furhrer' be forced to discipline a young 10 yr old Mexicano boy

http://judicial-inc/frank_collins.htm

ADDENDUM: Here, many a Christian reader may be asking themselves, “why would those people I read about from the Bible in Sunday school, act so deceptively, and be so skanky?”

So it becomes necessary, that yet another layer of irony be added to an already twisted but true story. In all probability, none of the people mentioned in the above story as “Jews”, have anything whatever to do with those Bible stories, by heredity or otherwise. For upward of 90% of those calling themselves “Jews” today, that very identity (Jew) is, in effect, a stolen one.

Before the year 1000 A.D., the people of central Asia known as the Khazars, underwent a “religious conversion” to Babylonian Talmudism. In Khazar circles, this was seen to be equivalent to Judaism – although any modern Bible student would be shocked by an attempted direct comparison between the two.

These millions of people calling themselves Jews, then ended up being driven out from central Asia into various parts of Eastern Europe. There, they supposedly “forgot” that they were never anywhere near Biblical Israel, and supposedly believed they had gotten there by the Biblical “Diaspora” – which had actually happened over 800 years earlier! So for the Khazars, the traditional faking of history is a long one.

Almost all of the real descendants of Biblical Israel (the Hebrews), few in number and precious, are still in the Middle East and North Africa. The Bible student may be further fascinated by the fact that the Khazars in turn emerged from the Scythians of the Bible, who once indeed did have a king named Magog… .

Incidentally the term “anti-Semitism” is irrelevant to all of this discussion. The Khazar “Jews” know they are descended from Ashkenaz, son of Gomer – not Shem. They are non-Semitic.